What’s New in Legacy Family Tree 8?
Reports and Charts
See where you came from and the percentage
of “blood” you have from your countries of
origin with the new Origins Report. See how far
and wide a person’s descendants spread out in
the world with the new Migration Report. Add
citations to Pedigree Charts. You can even now
print Source Labels to attach to the top of your
documents.

Migration Mapping
Legacy 8’s enhanced mapping animates the
ancestor’s movement through time. Watch how
they migrated from place to place. Pause and
resume the animation, or click on any location to
view it. View their migration in street, aerial, or
3D modes. Hover over the balloon to see what
happened in each location.

Instant Duplicate Checking. As you are adding new individuals to your tree, Legacy instantly
checks to see if perhaps they are already in your family file, helping you avoid inadvertently
adding duplicates.
Potential Problem Alerts and Gaps.
With these new alerts, typos and accidental
misinterpretation of data are a thing of the past. Sharing or downloading incorrect information
will be eliminated. The warning symbol is displayed immediately next to information that
contains a potential problem. Unusual gaps of time are detected that you may not have
previously noticed – like too many years between the births of children (suggesting possibly
missing kids), birth of the first child too long after the marriage (again, suggesting possibly
missing kids).

(More On Back)

Sources. In addition to the new Source Labels,
Legacy’s new Source Quality settings let you
record the quality (original vs derivative,
primary vs secondary, etc., direct vs indirect)
of each source as you attempt to prove your
conclusions. The Source Clipboard has also
been expanded to load up to five different
citations that can be assigned at the click of a
button.
FamilySearch Family Tree Integration. Legacy now interfaces with FamilySearch’s Family Tree
(optional). Search the tree for new leads, contribute your information, or even download
information that fills in your gaps. Legacy monitors the Family Tree for any new updates.
Wall Charts. Two new charts liven up any
wall. The Family Bow Tie chart displays the
ancestors of both the husband and wife, as
well as their children. The Descendant chart is
now available in left-to-right formatting.
Duplicate lines can now be removed.
Shared Events. Save time and avoid errors by
sharing an event amongst all the individuals who participated in the event. You can specify each
person’s role in the event.
Color Coding. Legacy’s popular color-coding
system has been expanded. You can now
color code from two starting points (one for
you and one for your spouse, for example)
and track the eight great-grandparents’ lines.
And dozens of other enhancements. An
expanded Chronology View and an enhanced
user-interface. See more statistics, view up to
9 tags, auto-sort children/marriages/events, easily re-link missing media, add custom toolbar
buttons, geo-code your addresses, and much more….
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